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Characterization and application of amine thin films prepared by low pressure
plasma polymerization of cyclopropylamine
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The bio-applications of amine thin films, such as a biomolecule immobilization,

biosensors or a cell adhesion enhancement require good layer stability in water.

However, typically for allylamine or ammonia/ethylene plasma polymerization,

increased plasma polymer cross-linking, leading to improved film stability, is achieved

on the expenses of the amine-group density. Cyclopropylamine (CPA) is a promising

non-toxic monomer recently used for the deposition of amine-rich thin films.

Nevertheless, the water stability and bio-applications of CPA plasma polymers were

not yet reported. In this work, low pressure capacitively coupled plasma

polymerization of CPA is studied with respect to the discharge mode, continuous

wave and pulsed, and CPA flow rate. In pulsed discharges, it is possible to deposit

films with the N/C ratio above 0.24 using higher monomer flow rate. At the optimized

monomer flow rate the film exhibits only 20 % thickness loss after 48 hours of

immersion in water and still contains about 5 at.% of the NH

x

 environment.

The antibody specific to human serum albumin (anti-HSA) is attached to the plasma

coated quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) surface via crosslinkage obtained by

intermediate reaction with glutaraldehyde. All steps of the bio-immobilization are

controlled by XPS and FT-IR to characterize surface and layer (bulk) chemistry. The

thickness loss and the homogeneity of the deposited coating after immobilization and

biosensor operation are studied by SEM imaging and ellipsometry. Finally, the affinity

of the anti-HSA functionalized QCM biosensor towards the target analyte HSA is

tested.
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